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Red Dot News brings to you on a quarterly basis our news about the Company, Technology,
Customer success stories and much more. Stay tuned, happy reading and drop us a line at
sayittoitema@itemagroup.com to tell us what you think.
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EDITORIAL
Dear Customers & Partners,
2018 is the Year of the Earth Dog in Chinese horoscope and
the key action word associated with this particular zodiac sign
is “action,” which characterizes well Itema. In this first edition
of the Red Dot News 2018, you will read some of the actions
we are continuing to take inside the Company to make our
organization more nimble, more responsive and more flexible
to not only meet and exceed your needs, but to anticipate how
your needs may change in the future.
From the section “Company Investment” where you will learn
about our looms taking shape in the 4.0 era, to the events
foreseen for this year, to our airjet technology deep-dives,
Itema is here for you to be discovered. Not only this. We are
happy to share with you our newest company video—our values and principles that drive us to be the
best that we can be in order to produce the absolute top technology for you, our valuable Customer.
Better, smarter, faster. Because those who seek perfection, never stop, never.
Link to company video
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TECHNOLOGY CORNER

ITEMA AIRJET A9500 & A9500p:
DESIGNED TO WEAVE SUPERIOR FABRIC QUALITY
WITH SUBSTANTIAL COST SAVING
Benefits of airjet weaving technology, namely mass productivity and reduced employment costs, are
evident and commonly recognized. But, as it does in every field, quality matters. And here lies the reason
why Itema defines its weaving machines as tools for its Customers, where “the only thing more amazing
than our technology is what weavers do with it” to communicate that, if performances are important, what
matters the most and finally gives a competitive advantage to fabric manufacturers is precisely the fabric
quality, a concept that refers to no defects, hand-feel and appearance of the fabric itself. Itema has an
unmatched superiority in the market in providing the best textile versatility and superior fabric quality,
due to its traditional approach of developing advanced and unique weft transfer systems with a life-long
dedication and shared passion for textiles.
In this perspective find their place the Itema airjet weaving machines A9500 and A9500p which couple
the highest machine performances with superior fabric quality.
Especially in specific market segments, it is the case of bed sheeting and home textile fabrics, the
possibility to match fabric quality with reduced production costs is praiseworthy for the weaver. The
Itema airjet weaving machines can be customized and equipped with dedicated devices to meet this
goal and herein we will quickly discover some of these technical highlights.
The Itema airjet machines lean and compact structure is made with reduced parts compared to other
airjet models leading to superior sturdiness and machine reliability whilst providing a significant space
saving on plant layout.
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On the air consumption point of view—crucial point when weaving with airjet technology—Itema
developed and patented innovative devices that today represent a benchmark for the industry of the
wide width airjet machines:
•

the Double Tandem Nozzles which ensure significant cost savings due to the lower pressure
required in the air flow

•

the Low Blow Single Hole Relay Nozzles, a new generation of nozzles providing significant air
consumption reduction

Excellent fabric quality is ensured by the best-in-class Itema Shed Geometry whilst the ISD—Independent
Selvedge Device guarantees easy settings and reduced maintenance.
The Itema airjet A9500 and A9500p can be equipped with Full Width Reed Tuckers, which guarantee
to the weavers the possibility to reduce reed stock and increase the machine’s flexibility, configuration
that fits and meets especially the requirements of bed sheeting weavers.
Last but not least, to enhance the cost savings for our Customers, the Itema airjet A9500 and rapier R9500
series are fully compatible, meaning that a significant part of electrical and mechanical components
are interchangeable leading to reduced spare parts inventory and lower operational costs. In this Red
Dot News edition you can hear first-hand from two of our Weaving Excellence Brand Ambassadors—
Sürü Tekstil and Osman Canlı Tekstil—both amazing weavers who testify with their own examples
to the Itema A9500 proven and impressive performance, as well as to the additional collateral benefits
achievable when mills use a combination of Itema airjet and rapier technology. See for yourself the video
testimonials here:
WEAVING EXCELLENCE DIARIES: Sürü Tekstil
WEAVING EXCELLENCE DIARIES: Osman Canlı Tekstil
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EVENTS
Below the highlights of the trade fairs and events
at which Itema has participated so far or plans to
participate in 2018. We hope to see you at one of
these events!

TEXPOSURE
Ichalkaranji, INDIA
11–14 January 2018
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PACIFIC SHOWCASE
Dhaka, BANGLADESH
20 January 2018

COLOMBIATEX
Medellin, COLOMBIA
23–25 January 2018

GTEX
Karachi, PAKISTAN
26–28 January 2018
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DTG
Dhaka, BANGLADESH
08–11 February 20187 · video

ITMACH, Ahmedabad, India
7–10 December 2017

JEC*
Hall5—D15 Paris, FRANCE
06–08 March 2018
*Lamiflex, an Itema Group Company—leading composites producer—participating

EGYSTITCH & TEX
Cairo, EGYPT
15–18 March 2018

INLEGMASH
Moscow, RUSSIA
20–22 March 2018
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INDOINTERTEX
Jakarta, INDONESIA

FEBRATEX
Blumenau, BRAZIL

04–07 April 2018

21–24 August 2018

SAIGONTEX
Ho Chi Minh, VIETNAM

TECHTEXTIL CHINA
Shanghai, CHINA

11–14 April 2018

04–06 September 2018

SIMATEX
Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA

IRANTEX
Tehran, IRAN

10–13 April 2018

06–09 September 2018

ITM
Hall 2—214 Istanbul, TURKEY

CAITME
Tashkent, UZBEKISTAN

14–17 April 2018

11–13 September 2018

IGATEX
Lahore, PAKISTAN

KTM
Kahramanmaraş, TURKEY

26–29 April 2018

27–29 September 2018

FIA
Algiers, ALGERIA

EXINTEX
Puebla, MEXICO

08–13 May 2018

02–05 October 2018

TECHTEXTIL North America
Atlanta, GA, USA

IFAI
Dallas, TX, USA

22–24 May 2018

16–18 October 2018

MTEX
Chemnitz, GERMANY

ITMA ASIA
Shanghai, CHINA

29–30 May 2018

15–19 October 2018
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COMPANY INVESTMENT
How Itema Builds Weaving Machines in
the Times of 4.0
To complement the series about our Lean Manufacturing
makeover, we’d like to share with you a sneak peek at
how Itema’s advanced weaving machines are designed
and produced in today’s interconnected and fast-paced
“4.0” world.
To put our across-the-board efforts into perspective, it is
important to understand that we at Itema truly believe that
in order to maintain and grow our weaving machinery’s
market competitiveness, we have to start, first and
foremost, on improving our own way of working.
Itema’s approach to tackling the 4.0 world of possibilities
and applying it to our everyday’s production is to start
from the bottom-up—from each department, based on an
in-depth analysis of the working conditions of the main player in each process: the human being.
The real requirements behind process optimization of quality, safety, efficiency are the key drivers of the
investment decisions taken by management and of the enabling technologies chosen for the Company.
The overarching vision of a Smart Factory fully embraces our corporate lean thinking, ingrained in every
activity and in our way of working. The main focus of everything we do is on the final customer and where
each single improvement action is carried out with the objective of identifying and eliminating any and all
inefficiencies or non-value added activities out from the transformation flow of the underlying production
process.
There is much talk nowadays about what a 4.0 approach may mean in theory, but let’s delve a bit deeper
into our particular corporate practices that are implemented with the a view to enable and expedite the
transition to a Smart Factory.
The implementation of a mixed-model assembly line across all our production and assembly facilities
worldwide required in itself the development of an adequate and robust IT system in order to manage
the high variability of activities and operations required at the various workstations along each assembly
line.
The workstations which encountered the highest variability in the types of activities performed by
assembly line operators were equipped with latest-generation of smart tablets to enable the workers to
access in real-time the exact documentation related to the assembly operations due to be performed at
that station at that particular time.
The smart tablets are loaded with detailed information related exclusively to the exact weaving machine
model and operations to be performed on that loom model at that exact workstation on that day. Using
a barcode scanner, the operator identifies the loom which has moved into the specified position on the
assembly line, and as a result, the exact sequence of operations and activities to be performed for that
particular loom, accompanied by visual tutorials just in case a refresher is required (this is due to the high
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variability of configurations and the highest percentage of special versions for which Itema prouds itself
of handling in order to mirror exactly the specific requirements of our Customers, rather than supply outof-the-box standard weaving machines that may or may not fully meet weaving mills’ needs.
This set-up has allowed us to achieve an extremely well-qualified and cross-functional pool of assembly
line workers and resources, able to perform the widest range of operations that span all the weaving
machines in Itema’s product portfolio and the tailor-made solutions designed for Itema Customers. The
end results have been remarkable not only in terms of quality and improved flexibility, but also, and, most
significantly, when it comes to employee motivation and their overall job satisfaction.

Smart Factory also stands for workplace safety and safeguarding the health and well-being of our
workers, and we are pleased to say that our characteristic innovative approach and problem-solving
thinking has extended also to this vital aspect of our daily operations.
In terms of energy saving, in 2016 Itema made a first important step towards Building Automation,
introducing on all the technology platforms the so-called KNX Bus (world-class standard compliant
with all the main European and international standards that allows the automated and decentralized
management of the buildings’ technological systems) and installing a Movicon™ BA Scada / HMI control
and management interface. The system currently controls and manages the heating system, monitoring
and recording all the related technical alarms and providing for their notification: the alarm signals are
notified via email and/or SMS to the personnel available ensuring timely assessment and intervention.
The system architecture is managed by a centralized virtual server where Movicon™ BA resides,
supervisor that allows to concentrate and integrate all the subsystems of the plant, even from different
networks and devices. The data recorded on the database will then be made available automatically
through the graphic objects prepared for this purpose, such as tabular display windows, grids, trends,
reports, in order to improve energy efficiency and cut operating costs, thus significantly reducing CO2
emissions and energy consumption.
To further bolster our actions in terms of ensuring maximum workplace safety, which is of extreme
importance to all of us at Itema, our Company invested in a latest-generation, proactive Fleet Management
system specifically dedicated to the forklifts utilized in the day-to-day operations. Using on-board
telematic systems and transmitting data via GPRS/3G, the system allows the precise measurement
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of every activity of each forklift and its operator, including work hours, battery levels and management,
as well as accidents, if any. Through an identical process, the data can be transmitted to the forklift,
for example by loading the operators’ authorizations, updating the software and resetting the forklifts,
in case of any accident. All information is available through an online portal and not only. Some of the
most important and relevant information can also be accessed using a dedicated Mobile App. The ability
to control information flow to/from forklift fleet inevitably leads to a significant reduction in potential
accidents, as well as leads to improved work safety. The system also allows the remote access and, if
necessary, blockage of partial or full functionality of any forklifts, that may be deemed unfit due to safety
problems until they are fully restored and validated to enter back into operation.
The above are just a few specific examples of solutions studied and implemented by Itema in the context
of our steady transition to Smart Factory, which also touch on other area of our production activities such
as AGV assembly lines, “Just in Sequence” supply system, “Equipment Automation” and others yet. We
will keep you up-to-date on our Smart Factory and 4.0 activities in future Red Dot News editions. Watch
this space.
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WEAVING EXCELLENCE DIARIES
Meet our Brand Ambassador Mr Mehmet Ali
Sürü, owner and director of Sürü Tekstil.
The art of transforming raw materials into
exceptional fabrics doesn’t apply to everybody.
Especially when the whole process is driven by a single,
fundamental criterion: efficiency.
And it is exactly what happens at Sürü Tekstil, since 2001 one of
the most relevant players of the Denizli textile industry district.
The weaving mill is a masterpiece of organization and effectiveness: more than 300,000 m of fabric
woven every month and subject to a strict quality control, the ability to quickly switch among a wide range
of bed sheeting and apparel fabrics and more than 200 latest generation Itema machines—half airjet
A9500 and half rapier R9500—running at the highest efficiency rates. This is the perfect success recipe
and the reason why Itema is proud to list Sürü Tekstil as one of its reference Customers in the world.
Meet our Brand Ambassador
SÜRÜ TEKSTIL
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WEAVING EXCELLENCE DIARIES
Meet our Brand Ambassador Mr Celal Canlı,
owner and director of Osman Canlı Tekstil.
The partnership between Osman Canlı
Tekstil and Itema dates back to 2002, when the leading Turkish company
installed the first lot of Sulzer rapier machines to produce high quality bed
sheeting, home textile and, later on, apparel fabrics.
Since then the cooperation never stopped to transform into a long-lasting business relationship cemented
by trust and mutual respect.
Despite the large dimensions and the high business volume, Osman Canlı is still today a family-run
company, represented by a logo which shows the father name’s initial—Osman—that encloses and
protects the three sons—Celal, Namık and Fatih.
The mill is equipped with more than 300 looms, out which 148 are latest generation Itema rapier R9500
and airjet A9500, in different weaving widths to answer to every market demand.
Meet our Brand Ambassador
OSMAN CANLI TEKSTIL
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USABLE CONTENT

ITEMA TRAINING PORTAL

Itema has a brand-new Training Portal, which is now live online as part of our website to enhance our
Customers’ Experience.
It is now possible for you to view and choose the training course of your interest based on modules
available per machine model and Itema Campus location.
The Customers will also be able to send an online registration request directly from the Portal.
The new section is already published in English and will soon be available also in other languages of
our website.
In the meantime, feel free to experience it for yourself at following link:
http://www.itemagroup.com/en/products/training/
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